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Editorial

The decision to start DBIM’s e-magazine was the easiest part, the difficult part was zeroing

on the content, the looks and the overall concept behind it. The decision to start the maga-

zine was followed by lots of brain storming amongst the core group. We must admit it was

chaos, everyone wanting to incorporate his or her favorite topic. And if we would have

done that, the magazine would better have been termed as DBIM e-book.

Somehow, after lots of agreeing, disagreeing, we decided on few areas to stick to. And

decided to put the core theme of the e-magazine to center around the name ‘Rising’.

The name was chosen for our e-magazine to symbolize the rising of DBIM in the

maangement education scenario. The rising sun symbolizing the force and power, which no

one can easily ignore, and so is DBIM.

Through the e-magazine, we are trying to give an opportunity to the literary side of the

students by including their experiences, articles, poems, etc.

We assume that, we are going to make some mistakes in our first attempt. But, you do

mistakes only when you do something. So, we believe perfection will come one day with

our hardwork, dedication and strong will. So, let the story of rising begin...

Editorial Team

Albany K. Joseph & Anson Joy,

2nd Year MBA, DBIM



Dear Risers,

Greetings to you all!

What a joy it was when my own student Albany K. Joseph of  MBA

2nd Year came to my office one day and told me about her desire to

bring out an e-Magazine called RISING with write-ups from

companions and teachers. I encouraged her initiative and wished her

success. Then she met again and asked me whether I could write a

few lines in the e-magazine. These are the thoughts that passed through

my mind as I sat down to write for her e-magazine.

When a person wants to soar high in life, all we ever need to do is encourage, support and give freedom

to that individual. According to me student life, especially at the management level is a time for

soaring high.  It’s an age when noble ideals, dreams and aspirations beacon us to greatness. Like the

bird that needs to be set free that it may reach the skies, we too need to be set free - free to be ourselves...

free to reach out to others... free to soar high and fulfil our dreams.

We left behind our childish ways when we stepped into adolescence. Gone are the times when we had

to depend on elders for any little thing. Now we want to take charge of  our life and run it our own way.

We want to be independent... We want to be free to choose our goals and soar high in the sky of  life.

But experience teaches us that we cannot always have our own way. So many times we are not given

much of  a choice to determine our future. There are blocks to our freedom... hindrances that paralyse

us and prevent us from soaring high.

These paralyses can come in different forms. Some of  them are external. They could be financial

limitations that prevent us from getting the best thing we would want for ourselves; or they could be

people who oppose our ambitions; or unjust systems and structures that do not give us a fair chance

for advancement.

Sometimes, the paralyses or blocks to our freedom are internal. They come from within ourselves -

perhaps a feeling a inadequacy, incompetence, low confidence, human respect, negative mindset or a

defect of  character, a bad habit, or a dominant passion. Whatever they are - as long as they stifle our

freedom, or prevent us from growing and achieving are various forms of  paralyses.

We have to free ourselves from these paralyses if  we want to RISE, grow and achieve fullness of  life.

We have to release ourselves from all that would tie us down and prevent us from soaring high in the

sky of  life.

I want to congratulate Albany and her team for this initiative and wish them success. May it be a

platform for creativity, talent growth, skill development, idea generation, trend setting and broadening

once own horizon.

All the best!

Dr (Fr)John Parankimalil, SDB

Director

Don Bosco Institute of  Management, Guwahati - 781004
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WHEN DREWHEN DREWHEN DREWHEN DREWHEN DREAMS BEAMS BEAMS BEAMS BEAMS BECCCCCOME A REOME A REOME A REOME A REOME A REALITY …ALITY …ALITY …ALITY …ALITY …

TTTTTanmoanmoanmoanmoanmoy Ry Ry Ry Ry Roooooyyyyy, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2ndndndndnd yr yr yr yr yr. MB. MB. MB. MB. MBAAAAA, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM

HaHaHaHaHavvvvve ye ye ye ye you eou eou eou eou evvvvver had a drer had a drer had a drer had a drer had a dream thaeam thaeam thaeam thaeam that ft ft ft ft felt relt relt relt relt real?? Did yeal?? Did yeal?? Did yeal?? Did yeal?? Did you fou fou fou fou feel all yeel all yeel all yeel all yeel all your senses activour senses activour senses activour senses activour senses active in thae in thae in thae in thae in that drt drt drt drt dream? Could yeam? Could yeam? Could yeam? Could yeam? Could yououououou

cccccononononontrtrtrtrtrol the wol the wol the wol the wol the waaaaay the dry the dry the dry the dry the dream weam weam weam weam was being plaas being plaas being plaas being plaas being playyyyyed in yed in yed in yed in yed in your head? Or did your head? Or did your head? Or did your head? Or did your head? Or did you wou wou wou wou wakakakakake up suddenly amidse up suddenly amidse up suddenly amidse up suddenly amidse up suddenly amidst at at at at a

nighnighnighnighnightmartmartmartmartmare??e??e??e??e??

Sometimes, we feel like we have seen something like this before, but it is very difficult to recall when. We

sometimes call it “déjà vu”, but it was actually seen by you in a certain dream.

Believe it or not, but what you had been doing is known as LLLLLUCID DREUCID DREUCID DREUCID DREUCID DREAMINGAMINGAMINGAMINGAMING.

The term “Lucid DrLucid DrLucid DrLucid DrLucid Dreameameameameam” originated along the lines of “conscious dream” or “dreams of awareness” and is

credited to the Dutch writer and psychiatrist Frederik Willem van Eeden, in his work A Study of Dreams. In

his work, he mentioned the seven types of dreaming which were: initial dreams, pathological dreams,

ordinary dreaming, vivid dreaming, demoniacal, general dream- sensations and lucid dreaming.

Lucid dreaming is a certain state of mind, when you’re conscious in a dream. This happens during REM

sleep.

But wait, what is REM now?



Rapid eye movement sleep or REM sleep is a unique phase in a mammal’s sleep cycle, which is characterized

by random/ rapid movements of the eyes along with low muscle tone throughout the body. It is basically

like the body being paralysed and the brain acts somewhat active, with its neurons firing intensive impulses.

Now let us delve into how to lucid dream.

11111. RRRRReality Teality Teality Teality Teality Tesesesesestingtingtingtingting

It is very important to check whether it is realistic or not and to train our minds to notice our awareness.

You ask yourself: Am I dreaming?? Is this real?

Some common reality checks that people use to lucid dream are:

• Mirrors: Check your reflections. If you are lucid dreaming, you will see something that will make

you sure you are in a trance.

• Hands: Look at your hands. Hands visible in a lucid dream are pretty weird. You might have 20

fingers instead of the normal 10.

2. 2. 2. 2. 2. WWWWWakakakakake back te back te back te back te back to bed (WBo bed (WBo bed (WBo bed (WBo bed (WBTB)TB)TB)TB)TB)

There are many versions of WBTB, but I will mention the simple ones:

• Set an alarm for 5 hours after your bedtime.

• Go to sleep as usual.

• When the alarm goes off, stay up for 30 minutes. Enjoy a quiet activity like reading.

• Fall back to sleep.

When you go back to sleep then, you’ll be more likely to lucid dream.

3. 3. 3. 3. 3. Mnemonic induction of lucid drMnemonic induction of lucid drMnemonic induction of lucid drMnemonic induction of lucid drMnemonic induction of lucid dreams (MILD)eams (MILD)eams (MILD)eams (MILD)eams (MILD)

Mnemonic according to the dictionary is a system such as a pattern of letters or ideas which assists in

remembering something. LaBerge created this technique and was one of the first lucid dream induction

methods. It is based on prospective memory, which involves setting an intention to do something later.

• As you fall asleep, think of a recent dream.

• Identify a ‘dream sign’ that’s irregular in the dream. For Example: You are flying.

• Think about returning to the dream and remember that you will only experience that when you

dream.

• Keep reciting something like, “The next time I dream, I want to remember that I am dreaming”

• If you wake up in the middle of a dream, try to recollect the dream and note it down in a Dream

Journal for future reference.

• One can also combine WBTB with MILD to wake up at a certain time; i.e.; during the REM sleep.
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Keeping a dream journal is a popular method for initiating lucid dreams. When you write it down you are

forced to remember what happens during each dream.

4. 4. 4. 4. 4. WWWWWakakakakake- initiae- initiae- initiae- initiae- initiattttted lucid dred lucid dred lucid dred lucid dred lucid dreaming (WILD)eaming (WILD)eaming (WILD)eaming (WILD)eaming (WILD)

A WILD is experienced when you enter a dream from being wake directly. You mind will stay conscious while

your body will go off to sleep. The effort to put in this method is very serious but with practice one can

experience rich lucid dreams.

• Wake up after 4-6 hours of sleep, get out of bed and stay up for some minutes as you deem necessary

before going back to bed again.

• Lie down and be absolutely still as if you are melting into the bed cover losing all sensations

• Once you’re in you will experience hypnagogia, as a mixture of patterns and colours that take over

your visions in the darkness. Observe everything and stay relaxed. Allow yourself to be hypnotised.

• You may now feel Sleep Paralysis. This is a natural phenomenon which stops you from acting out in

your sleep. If you feel like you are melting or the bed covers are moving up or down, do not fight it.

Embrace it. This is how you enter a Wake Induced Lucid Dream.

• Now do what you feel like. Fly about. Go play sports. Walk on water. You can even practice kissing

your crush who is way out of your league!!

Buddhist monks also practice lucid dreaming during their meditations. They believe lucid dreams are a

bridge between realities. This is why they can remain so calm and serene during their meditations.

I took up lucid dreaming as a new hobby looking at the benefits it provides and gives me an easy escape

from the realities of life.

Lucid dreaming helps you get rid of recurring nightmares, as the person already realized that he is indeed

dreaming. Lucid dreaming in IRT (imagery rehearsal therapy) helps you imagine a recurring nightmare with

a different, more pleasant storyline. Lucid dreaming helps people suffering from PSTD (post- traumatic

stress disorder), depression, anxiety, stress and even substance abuse. The trips that you get in a lucid

dream are similar to that by substance abuse, but it is much more healthy and vivid.

But too much of something can also be a cause of trouble.

You can have sleep problems, since WBTB and MILD involves waking up in the middle of the night. It becomes

difficult to get enough rest. The other problem of lucid dreaming is that you fail to realize what is real and

what is not. This is why the first point mentioned is so important. You might get stuck to a certain somebody

in a certain and fail to come out of that.



Doesn’t it sound like the movie Inception, where the protagonist’s wife failed to differentiate between

sleep and reality and in turn killed herself and her children?

Well, lucid dreams are not that serious. If you want to get out of the realities of life that are holding you

down, whether it is your parents, your boss or even Earth’s gravity, lucid dreaming is the way.

I urge you to try to follow the steps I mentioned above and practice it daily for better results.
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See ySee ySee ySee ySee you on the other side ofou on the other side ofou on the other side ofou on the other side ofou on the other side of

the rthe rthe rthe rthe rainboainboainboainboainbow in our drw in our drw in our drw in our drw in our dreams.eams.eams.eams.eams.

SSSSSwwwwweeeeeeeeeet Drt Drt Drt Drt Dreams.eams.eams.eams.eams.
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THE ABUSE OF LTHE ABUSE OF LTHE ABUSE OF LTHE ABUSE OF LTHE ABUSE OF LOOOOOVE HORMONE (OVE HORMONE (OVE HORMONE (OVE HORMONE (OVE HORMONE (OXYTXYTXYTXYTXYTOCIN)OCIN)OCIN)OCIN)OCIN)

Shelly Sinha, 1Shelly Sinha, 1Shelly Sinha, 1Shelly Sinha, 1Shelly Sinha, 1sssssttttt Y Y Y Y Year MBear MBear MBear MBear MBAAAAA, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM

Oxytocin is known by many names and the most common amongst them is the ‘love hormone’. Oxyto-

cin is a hormone released in animal as well as human being during childbirth, breastfeeding etc.

The oxytocin is basically created in brain and the Hypothalamus and transported to the pituitary gland

from where it is distributed for all its bodily functions. This hormone is a protein in nature. Once

released in the body its effect is not restricted to one particular function. To simplify let’s understanding

it’s one of the function. When this chemical is released during labor, it helps to aid the muscles in the

uterus and womb with contractions. Oxytocin is used to induce in a pregnant women to control

bleeding after childbirth. It can be used to start contractions or aid in strengthening of them. Finally it

naturally helps in breastfeeding and easing out milk for feeding the baby.

But then, why is it called the ‘love hormone’? As Yamasue, 2014 pointed out, oxytocin promotes social

behaviour and bonding in human and in animals. For instance, when you start to like someone and you

get this feeling you can ‘trust them’, this is because of oxytocin. Oxytocin is that chemical that causes us

to get that feeling of trust. It is also responsible for bonding, maternal instinct, enduring friendship,
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The chemical ‘oxytocin’ and its effect are yet to be fully understood and explored. The interesting point is

that oxytocin hold promising potential for the future. It’s potential to help in mental illness and issues like

autism makes it an interesting chemical.

I believe oxytocin keeps us happy as it let us trust and love people. And when we are surrounded with

people whom we can trust and love, what else do we need. It just keeps our desire to live intact as that’s

what we seek in life.

Abuses of OAbuses of OAbuses of OAbuses of OAbuses of Oxyxyxyxyxytttttocinocinocinocinocin

Oxytocin is widely used by dairy cattle and milch buffalo owners before milking to get more milk under

the impression that it improves the milk yield. Whereas in reality, this hormone is damaging the milk

synthesizing cells of animals. The drug’s abuse in animals leads to immense pain which may also result in

death.

It became popular because of its low cost and easily availability in the market. Though oxytocin is banned

under the Section 12 of the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1960 and under ‘Schedule – H Drug’,

but quacks still sell them through unofficial channels commonly using the name ‘Goli number ten’ all

along the country. Its use is rampant in states like UP, Haryana, and Delhi.

There are conflicting reports and studies on whether oxytocin really induces milk production in cattle’s or

not. Also there are no specific reports about the quality and quantity of milk yield. Some reports predict

that excessive and regular causes of infertility in some animals.

There are also report that oxytocin is being used in agriculture and horticulture to increase the yield of

fruits and vegetables as it is cheaper in price. It is assumed that oxytocin increases the size of their

produce, hence rampant use in production of fruits like water melon.

Whether consumption of such milk or fruits or vegetables causes any deleterious effect on the humans is

not yet studied.

However, the transition of a chemical generating love to getting abuse is complete.

Rising

marriage and so on. Who we trust and what we find trustworthy are very important things. They will

determine who we eventually end up with as friends and lovers.

Oxytocin has also been able to answer why people are extrovert and introvert. People with high level of

oxytocin in brain are commonly extrovert as they are more likely to trust and feel comfortable in new

situations unlike the introvert people.
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PURPOSEPURPOSEPURPOSEPURPOSEPURPOSE

HazHazHazHazHazel  Pel  Pel  Pel  Pel  Pynynynynyntngtngtngtngtngen Dkharen Dkharen Dkharen Dkharen Dkhar, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2ndndndndnd yr yr yr yr yr. MB. MB. MB. MB. MBAAAAA, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM

1. Lo1. Lo1. Lo1. Lo1. Lovvvvveeeee: Love is kind. Love is not about self-seeking. All it takes is Love. We are all made to be loved and

to love one another. What does that has to do with the purpose of life? Love conquers every hatred and

every sorrow. As long as we live do spread the love to all. There maybe someone somewhere who has

been rejected or defeated and needs a little loving heart to be cared. Love does not mean only intimate

relationship kind of love. Love is beyond more than we can imagine. Love for our family, friends, near and

dear ones, animals, strangers, nature, on one self and so on. When we have a heart filled with Love for

What is that purpose?

As uniquely as we all are, we all have our own purpose of life. No matter what holds us back we live for

great adventures. We strive for our dreams and learn from our drawbacks. Discovering our purpose in

life it takes these beautiful golden charms to be treasured in our hearts and exalt in our daily practices:

We are all born into this world with an adventure ahead of us. When we first emerge into this world of

the unknown we all cried out for our lives. We all play a role in life in which we discover it by passing by.

Just like any lone survivor we all have a purpose in life.
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2. P2. P2. P2. P2. Positivityositivityositivityositivityositivity: To have a positive mind set it all depends on oneself how we can imagine a miniature

picture in to a beautifully sculpture image. It takes a rational thinker as well when strive for positivity.

Positivity moulds up the perception of life and able to discover in-depth the true meaning of life. Having

a positive perception would reach to achieving the heights of the universe. Like a runner who aims and

focus on its goal with a positive mind set in return accomplishes victoriously. As a baby learns how to

walk by taking each step forward may stumble and fall during the beginning stages and as it increases its

steps forward it then becomes firm and strong enough in which later learns how to run as well. Similarly,

as we all strive towards life here on earth we face a lot of challenges but with every kind of battle we

should have a positive conceptual armour taking in mind the negativity and keep focusing on our means

of life.

3. F3. F3. F3. F3. Faithaithaithaithaith: Faith is about having hope and being certain about things in which we cannot see. First it all

states to being faithful to one self. In quest for our purpose in life we all need a little faith in our self, in

our potential and ability of grabbing unimaginative adventures. We are all uniquely created and we all

play different kinds of roles in life, learning to be faithful to oneself enables us to have faith towards

others as well.

Keeping in mind these brief golden charms can help in identifying your purpose in life. Remember to

strive for your dreams and survive for it. Every breath that you take is truly the main purpose of

surviving. “Your life has a purpose. Your story is important. Your dreams count. Your voice matters. You

were born to make an impact”.

Rising

one another we begin to accept others the way they are. We are not born perfect we have our flaws but

by learning to look to others with a loving heart, we learn to forgive their mistakes and accept the other

person. Like a plant which has been nurtured and watered daily it grows into a beautiful creation in

which it spreads its beauty and supports other living creatures to survive as well. Love binds together all

the different colours and amazingly form into a beautiful rainbow.
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LASLASLASLASLAST FEW DT FEW DT FEW DT FEW DT FEW DAAAAAYYYYYS IN CS IN CS IN CS IN CS IN COLLEOLLEOLLEOLLEOLLEGE…GE…GE…GE…GE…

Anson JoAnson JoAnson JoAnson JoAnson Joyyyyy,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2ndndndndnd yr yr yr yr yr. MB. MB. MB. MB. MBAAAAA, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM

I appreciate the speed of passing time when a classmate would commented on how close we were in the

end of this semester. There was excitement in knowing that all the hard work we were putting into mid-

term papers and exams are soon leading to an end.

We know that the end was getting nearer and nearer on the horizon, and that meant the time to step

into a working career is ahead. After all, we’ve spent two challenging but wonderful years as college

student, and the future is a question mark now.

To combat the melancholy of my final months, I have resolved to make the most of the next few months.

Sure, we’ll be filling out job applications and going to interview and arranging my next steps, but I am not

ready to let these final college experiences slip away from me.

Even under class men can benefit from making the most of the last MONTHS of the semester. I am on a

mission to experience the best college has to offer to the fullest. Are you with me? Here is how we’ll

accomplish our mission.

Experience WhaExperience WhaExperience WhaExperience WhaExperience What Surrt Surrt Surrt Surrt Surrounds Younds Younds Younds Younds Yououououou

Life tends to speed up in the last weeks of the semester, so saying, ‘Slow down and savor the moment!’

Pay attention to what is going on around you and what you are thinking and feeling. Appreciate your best

friend as she sits across from you in the dining common and bask in the camaraderie in the student

section at the basketball game. Think about your life as it is happening and you won’t be as tempted to

look back later and lament, ‘I didn’t know what a good thing I had going for me back then’.

Be part of the Campus activities yBe part of the Campus activities yBe part of the Campus activities yBe part of the Campus activities yBe part of the Campus activities you haou haou haou haou havvvvve not participae not participae not participae not participae not participatttttededededed

The key is to make a new memory to commemorate the last weeks of the semester. See a band concert,

go to a university play, attend a sporting event, or participate in one of your college’s wacky traditions.

You might even want to do something a little out of your comfort zone – a great way to work on your

personal growth while appreciating something that makes the college experience unique from other

times in your life.



Don’t be Selfish using yDon’t be Selfish using yDon’t be Selfish using yDon’t be Selfish using yDon’t be Selfish using your Mobile Camerour Mobile Camerour Mobile Camerour Mobile Camerour Mobile Cameraaaaa

Don’t let the camera or phone get in the way of personally experiencing an event, but don’t be afraid to

pull out the camera and capture some memories. Record the fun, the craziness, and the beauty of

everyday life so you can look at it again later.

KKKKKeep Aeep Aeep Aeep Aeep Awwwwwaaaaay the Phoney the Phoney the Phoney the Phoney the Phone

This can also go for streaming, gaming, and a host of other activities. I know this somewhat contradicts

to earlier point. Taking picture is great, but there is also something to be said for looking at life without a

camera lens in front of you – it helps your brain record its own memories. You will have all your life to

scroll, watch, and post, so put down the cell phone and make connections with face-to-face people while

you still have such a large population of peers living with you. When you are waiting for an event to start

and are tempted to scroll through your news feed, instead look around you and pay attention to the

people sitting around you. Drink in each moment you can the utmost beauty of the surrounding.

MemorMemorMemorMemorMemorable Climaable Climaable Climaable Climaable Climaxxxxx

Put your best work into the next few months. Be determined, be dedicated, and be organized. Your hard

work will give you a sense of accomplishment, and you will leave college and feel proud of what you have

done. If you get tired on the way, just remember – there may not be a next college life right around the

corner. Above all maintain heart-felt gratitude to the teachers who sacrificed their time and took efforts

to lift you from where you are.

So, remember that there will be moments that carry a lot of sentimental value and you can’t help but

miss those years later. The friendship you make in college life is the most important aspect. These people

will give you strength and be your knights in shining armour all your life. The time you spend with your

friends, planning road trips, occasional adventure surges, and impulsive journeys – all these things make

you more emotional when you bid adieu to your student life.

Learn tLearn tLearn tLearn tLearn to Leo Leo Leo Leo Let Got Got Got Got Go

Last of all, learn to release the past two years gracefully. Learn to let all our comforts go because we step

towards a job career and where comforts may not always accompany you. To make room for the things

we have prayed and desired, we may have to learn to give up.

Become a part of the change and grow by making use of the opportunity which is dressed in overalls and

looks like work. You have wonderful things ahead of you.

Page 10Rising
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A LETA LETA LETA LETA LETTER TTER TTER TTER TTER TO MOMO MOMO MOMO MOMO MOM

SunitSunitSunitSunitSunita Sherpa, 2a Sherpa, 2a Sherpa, 2a Sherpa, 2a Sherpa, 2ndndndndnd yr yr yr yr yr. MB. MB. MB. MB. MBAAAAA, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM

I grew up – realizing that my grip to your hand was getting stronger and stronger as the world around me

was getting meaner and meaner. And then I went to my first kindergarten school holding the same hand.

And today Mom, I am a grown up girl, and I want to hold your hand again. I want you to protect me from

everything by holding my hand. I feel alone, in this world of selfish and bad people around. I want

someone with whom I can feel secure, I can feel protected and cared and loved. Mom, I really get scared

sometimes when the darkness surround me from everywhere and I can’t find anyone for help.

Mom, I understand that God probably liked you more and that’s why called you back. But mom, why God

did so? Why he never thought that I will be left alone? Whose hand I am supposed to hold now when I

am scared and alone? Who will guide me, love me, protect me, or lecture me…

But, Mom, I am now grown up like a lady. I know I don’t easily get what I wish for. I know the beautiful

world that you introduced me to have now no meaning for me. There is something missing in my life and

there is a void in my heart which can never be filled up.

Mom, don’t think that I am sad. I am not sad, but I treasure all the moments that I had spent with you.

Though there are tears in my eyes often, but they are happy tears that comes out when I think of your

laughter and our various intimate moments.

Love you so much mom, I hope you still remember me.”

Dear Mom,

“My fragile but frail fingers did appear, as I tried

to get out of the bag of your womb. I was finally

out and my hands were really stubborn as it

always remained in a tight fist. But then, slowly

I opened my hand to hold your special hand.

And since then I never imagined life without

holding that hand. I grew up holding your hand.

You taught me to take my first step holding the

hand, you protected me from any harm holding

my hand, you always defended my by holding

my hand when someone rebuked.
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THE SUNRISE, A BRIGHTER TTHE SUNRISE, A BRIGHTER TTHE SUNRISE, A BRIGHTER TTHE SUNRISE, A BRIGHTER TTHE SUNRISE, A BRIGHTER TOMORROMORROMORROMORROMORROOOOOWWWWW

AlbanAlbanAlbanAlbanAlbany K. Joseph, 2y K. Joseph, 2y K. Joseph, 2y K. Joseph, 2y K. Joseph, 2ndndndndnd Y Y Y Y Year MBear MBear MBear MBear MBAAAAA, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM

I started my journey in life on the year 1997,

and as year passed by, life made me realise just

one thing – that ‘Am Different’

But HOW AM I DIFFERENT?

Every day is a new day with new opportunities,

hopes, threats, and challenges to know myself

more and more and be a better sunrise for a

brighter tomorrow.

The journey with life is so un-expectable that it heads with lots of ups and downs, confusions and

solutions but still never will it take steps backward and it goes on and on. Every second that comes to our

life passes way without bothering what we want, and no matter how hard we try we can never bring that

time into our life again.

Every dawn draws chances to review, ‘What is the lesson that life taught me today!’ It would have been

patience, courage, slow to anger, forgiveness, confidence or to overcome life’s own hurdles. So that I can

be better with the tomorrow’s sunrise. Everyday sunrise equips me survive in this crowded city. A city in

which I witness with variety of healthy as well as hazardous opinions, people, thoughts, suggestions,

dilemmas…

And that’s where I am lay to test with my sincere lessons and dawn reviews. And realize that with every

sunrise whether did I really learnt something better for tomorrow’s sunrise!!

That’s how I learnt ‘HOW I AM DIFFERENT’

 Am different in my own way

In my own thoughts

In my own values

And

In my own perspective

Of how I learn the sunrise lessons

For a better tomorrow

Rising
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CHILDHOOD MEMORIECHILDHOOD MEMORIECHILDHOOD MEMORIECHILDHOOD MEMORIECHILDHOOD MEMORIESSSSS
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Memory as I recall,

Remembering days that have long gone,

From baby step to walking straight,

Ohh! How I wish to go back to those days

From crying on wanting things,

To the cradle my Parents give,

From getting scolding, beating,

To shaping my life

From the toys that I played,

To the learnings and knowledge,

That have been bestowed on me,

All is within me in my memory

Generation changed,

Time changed,

But what will remain?

The good memory lane

RAIN OF TRANQUILITYRAIN OF TRANQUILITYRAIN OF TRANQUILITYRAIN OF TRANQUILITYRAIN OF TRANQUILITY

GaurGaurGaurGaurGauraaaaav Chakrv Chakrv Chakrv Chakrv Chakrabortyabortyabortyabortyaborty, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1sssssttttt yr yr yr yr yr. MB. MB. MB. MB. MBAAAAA, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM, DBIM

Rain of tranquillity

And one fine day

The lass stepped out

Of her solitude

She stepped under the rain

She allowed her spirits

To touch her soul,

She closed her eyes, and

Exclaimed,

‘Oh Rain ! Wash away !

Wash away all my sorrows,

My disparity and pain!!

Adopt me as your child!’

Suddenly! A thunder was heard!

Tremendously loud..

As it spoke back to her !!!
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CHOSING THE RIGHT PCHOSING THE RIGHT PCHOSING THE RIGHT PCHOSING THE RIGHT PCHOSING THE RIGHT PAAAAATHTHTHTHTH
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I continued running though I was sweating a lot. And though the pain in my stomach was becoming

unbearable, I didn’t wanted to stop. All muscles in the leg were pulling strongly, and it was painful. At last

all my strength and my body gave up, I could not move an inch forward. I sat down with a thud like a

wooden log in the ground. It was hard to control those long breaths.

After a while, when things became slightly normal including my breathing, I looked at the path ahead.

There are three lanes ahead of me and all of them would take me home safely, may be with some time

difference, I thought. I normally take the longest route which is also the better road, because it’s good for

my exercise. The second one is the shortest route to home, but is with lots of pot holes. The third is the

medium distance to my home. It is neither bad nor good, but whenever I go through that I face lot of

traffic in that road.

I was puzzled. Why I have to make such decisions in life? Why my life is not  little simpler than this? I have

one destination but three different paths. Each path has different incentives and different difficulties.

Now which one I should choose?

Rising
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Each path I choose will make my life. But, can I really choose any one path? Or my destiny chooses my

path? Or I create my destiny by choosing a particular path?

I just have one life. If I take one path, I will never know what would have happened had I taken the other

path. And so I will never know whether I made the right choice or wrong. What if I realized at the end of

life that everything that I had chosen is wrong? What if I meet the person who took the other path?

Of course I would like to talk to him once before I die. But what if he comes and tells me that I made all

wrong decisions?

Well, no answers. Whether it is right decision or wrong decision to choose a particular path, I will never

know. All I can do is to chose a path. If I keep on thinking that the other paths were far better than what I

took, then I can never be happy. I will always keep on thinking that the other decisions were better. Well,

I will never know.

It’s all about breaking normal routines. It’s all about creating my destiny by choosing the path I want to

take. If I choose the path which everyone find comfortable then maybe I am not true to myself. I have to

find out who am I, what I want, and how I want my life to unfold ahead of me. I don’t want to do

anything which is not under my control. I want to control my destiny. I don’t want to follow routines.

Of course I can sit and cry that nothing good happens to me, that I chose the wrong path. But, I will

never know the truth. So, what’s the point?  Let’s face it, this is the path which is my destiny and I want it

to be the most beautiful path ever. I want to live my life as happy as possible in this path forever.

I got up. I am no longer tired now. I could feel a fresh energy inside me. I will take the longest path, no

matter how tired I am, I want a smooth ride to home. I can wait, I am ready to feel the pain, but I don’t

want pot holes or traffic jams in my life. I want no disturbances… I want to be happy now.



MEMORY SNIPPETS


